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Fewer vehicles on road as people opt
for transit
The number of vehicles in the city of Vancouver has dipped slightly
for the first time after a steady increase over a decade, according to
ICBC statistics…. "There are some fundamental changes going
on," says David Baxter of the research firm Urban Futures. "It's
increasingly possible to live in Vancouver without a motor vehicle.“
TransLink says ridership across Greater Vancouver on buses,
SeaBuses and the SkyTrain rose by 9.5 per cent in the first half
of this year compared to the same period last year, and was
24.6 per cent higher than 2002. … Three times more people used
buses (with 100.9 million boardings) than SkyTrains (with 32.4
million….
"The numbers show that demand for public transit continues to grow
in response to the significant expansion of services TransLink has
introduced since it took over the system five years ago," TransLink
chair Doug McCallum said in a press release….
42 per cent of people coming into the downtown core arrive on
mass transit, while fewer people -- only 47 per cent -- are
coming into the area by car….
Others, such as Vern Bethel, a guru of vintage cars at False Creek
Automotive, says the younger generation doesn't value cars as
much as their parents did.
"It [the love of cars] is decreasing because of pressures, such as
lack of space, storage expenses, gas and insurance. Even my own
kids aren't as oriented toward cars as I was."

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR

GRANVILLE STREET?
Now things are getting interesting. After two years of work and consultation,
the team that was charged by the previous City Council with redesigning
Granville Street and the Mall have come up with their ideas. (The three
options follow.)
The team has bent over backwards to accommodate cars north of Smithe in
two of the options - a long-standing demand of much of the business
community - while sticking to the objective that “public transit in the downtown
must be at least as good as today …”
That’s my emphasis in italics. This requirement was part of a compromise
hammered out among NPA councillors in 2002: it satisfied those of us who
insisted on no loss of transit service with those who wanted to leave the door
open to the return of car traffic.
But now there’s a bigger question to be asked: why should we settle for
keeping service no worse than it is today when tomorrow our transit service is
going to have to be so much better? That’s the big news in the Vancouver
Sun’s story: transit use is burgeoning.
In fact it has increased by almost 25 percent in the time the Granville Street
team has been working. That’s an extraordinary number! Thanks to the impact
of U-Pass, there’s reason to believe this growth will continue.
Already less than half the people accessing Downtown come by car, and the
number is dropping. New buses and trolleys on order will require more room
and the need to move more efficiently through the downtown core.
Downtown’s future and the quality of life of its residents depend on how well
we accommodate this probable future. And that means Granville Street must
do a better job of handling transit that it does today. ‘No loss’ isn’t good
enough anymore.

Granville 1
Auto-Bus Boulevard
- Transit efficiency enhanced with creation
of bus-only lanes along length of
Granville Street.
- Full-time, curbed, northbound generalpurpose traffic introduced to most blocks,
except between Robson and Dunsmuir.
- General purpose vehicle movement
restricted to right-in, right-out, or through
at each intersection.
- Spatially transforms street with three rows
of trees, with one being near the centre of
the ROW.
- Wide median provides for good dedicated
space for transit stops, and
parking/loading spaces.

Granville 2
Buses and Alternating Automobile Blocks

- General purpose traffic access Selectively
provided on the 500, 800, 1000, and 1200
blocks of Granville Street. These blocks
consist of 4 lanes of traffic, with the curb
lanes restricted to no-parking anytime (5minute loading only). Busses are in centre,
bus-only lanes
- All other blocks north of Drake would consist
of 2 lanes for bus/authorized vehicles only
and would contain all required bus stops.
- Simple, straight-forward cross-section, with
the line of trees remaining constant along the
entire length of the street

Granville 3
Rejuvenating Today's Granville
- Maintain current bus mall, with the addition
of the northbound direction on the 900-block
Granville (Nelson-Smithe) to eliminate leftturn congestion at Smithe.
- 4 lanes of general traffic maintained south of
Nelson Street, with pockets of
parking/loading spaces intruding into
sidewalk space.
- Parking pockets, located between street
trees, to be raised from roadway.
- Time-limiting of parking pockets could
provide the flexibility to have wider sidewalk
widths during peak periods (e.g. evenings).
- Tree line location consistent along the
length of the street in both the mall and nonmall sections.

GRANVILLE OPEN HOUSE

An open house to give feedback on the three options for
Granville Street will occur on Wednesday, September 22 at
11:30am - 2:00pm and at 4:30pm - 7:30pm.
The location is the 7th floor of the Scotia Dance Centre at
1196 Granville (enter off Davie).

Main designers: Allan Jacobs and Elizabeth Macdonald of Cityworks in San Francisco, supported by
Joost Bakker and Bruce Haden of Hotson, Bakker, Boniface and Haden, Architects and Urbanists,
Hamilton and Associates, Transportation Engineers of Vancouver, and Nelson, Nygaard, Consulting
Associates, of San Francisco.

Stephen Rees

RICHMOND REDUX

Derek Muscato’s piece in last week’s PT
on No. 3 Road inspired Richmond resident
Stephen Rees to write in with a few words
and some illustrative photos.

REES ON RICHMOND
Watching Williams Road
Change is coming to Williams Road - my neighbourhood - as the
single-family homes from the sixties and seventies are being replaced
by double the amount of housing on the same lot. The set-back and
the yard are going – and the access is in the back from a lane.

Some, like the duplex above, are not much of a loss. The home on
the right has been empty for six months, since the police cleared out
the crystal meth lab. When the old homes go, so will a lot of mature
landscaping and the shade trees.

The process starts with a notice
like this.

Then the site is cleared. Often the
ground level will be brought up to
that of the street.

And in a very short period
two new homes stand
where one did before. Here
the vehicle access is a
shared drive off the street.

And that may be an improvement
on the “monster homes” which
were the earlier model for redevelopment in this street.

Richmond has developed a set of policies that
govern this type of development. It is allowed
on arterial streets only, close to shops, and with
good access to transit. But it is also worth
noticing that there is no parking on Williams
now. Thanks to the bike lane – and the centreturn-only lane.

Richmond does not have a tree bylaw
and the site clearance process is total.
Not only that but there are no street trees
on this stretch of Williams. So the very
feature that had (subliminally) attracted me
to the neighborhood where I now live was
suddenly vanishing. And of course "you
don't know what you've got till its gone.“

Vancouver’s

HASTINGS CREEK TRAIL
I’d be surprised if many PT readers have
even heard of Hastings Creek. And those of
you who have probably aren’t pleased that
I’m telling the rest of the world about it.
This North Shore trail was one of those
discoveries that came from Charles Clapham’s Walk the Burrard Loop. His book is
about a very long walk, cut into pieces: a
140-kilometre trek that will take you to places
you live next to but never knew about.
Imagine standing at the end of the pier at
Canada Place and wondering whether you
could walk without interruption all the way
around Burrard Inlet. No pieces missing.

Click here to order

In fact, you could walk beyond the Inlet, through Coquitlam to the Pitt and
Fraser Rivers - but only if you knew how. And this little book guides you,
sometimes step by step, to unknown beauty just beyond the backyard
fence.
I wrote about it a few years ago in Business in Vancouver:
As I made my way through small parks and subdivisions, passing
by the backyards of content homeowners, I reflected on the
genius of Clapham's achievement. He has created a truly
regional trail system practically by himself…. His little 160-page
book no doubt distills years of trial-and-error adventuring, as he
pieced together established trails and rights-of-way, discovering
more informal routes and hidden paths.
Vancouver, he says, is a profoundly rural city, though you would
never know it from the front seat of an SUV. In fact, Clapham
reveals how you can better experience some of the farthest parts
of this region more conveniently if you don't use a car.

Here’s how it works: Clapham begins and ends his trail segments
(usually about 10- to 12-km long) a few meters from a bus route. By
using the TransLink website, you can schedule your trip to within
about a quarter-hour. And it really works. Start the Hastings Creek
segment by clicking here to get TransLink schedules. You want
the 230 Upper Lonsdale and the 229 West Lynn - your start and
ending connections. You can transfer to home-bound transit at
Lonsdale Quay or Phibbs Exchange. In all, the total trip can be
done in half a day, doorstep to doorstep.

Cl;apham guides you through the rabbit holes of
suburbia. There are entrances everywhere, but you
have to know where they go and what comes next.

Most creeks on the
North Shore are
undammed. But not
Hastings Creek. As
you hike across
Princess Park (above),
the creek is broad,
gravelly and free. But a
weir downstream
created Donovan’s
Pond (left) - a tiny,
perfect place for
waterbirds and their
watchers.

Hastings Trail is worth seeing as much for the carpentry as the scenery.
The District of North Vancouver did a great job building stairs, bridges,
walkways and railings that help make the journey safe and pleasurable for
the average person. Indeed, I chose Hastings Trail not because it was
singularly spectacular, but because it is fairly typical of what you can find
across the Vancouver region. All you have to do is go out and walk a bit.
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